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Abstract 

The purpose of this essay is to find out to what female migration from Sweden to Britain 

looked like in 1894, 1914, 1925, and 1940, and to what extent any changes seen were 

affected by the economy and political changes to women’s rights. In order to do this I have 

analysed statistics found in archive material, in addition to literature relating to migration into 

Britain, the economy, and women’s rights, in order to see if there is a correlation between 

changes in the statistics presented and changes in society. 

In doing this, I found that although there are immense changes to the rights of women 

between 1894 and 1940 in both Sweden and Britain, such as the right to vote, the right to 

equal work, and the right to equal pensions, migration patterns lean much further towards the 

economical changes than the political changes. The biggest of these economic factors in 

Britain was quite clearly the industrial revolution, which affected multiple sectors of work for 

every type of person. Meanwhile Sweden had a situation where there was an excess of 

women in the country, and 90% of those that worked were agricultural workers, leading to a 

large outlier of ‘pigor’ or female farmhands who emigrated in 1894. 
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Sammanfattning 

Syftet med denna uppsatsen är att undersöka hur kvinnlig migration från Sverige till 

Storbritannien såg ut under år 1894, 1914, 1925 och 1940. Jag har även undersökt till vilken 

grad eventuella ändringar, av migrationen, påverkades av ekonomin och även de politiska 

förändringarna gällande kvinnliga rättigheter. För att uppnå syftet har jag analyserat statistik 

samlad från arkivmaterial. Detta tillsammans med litteratur kring migration till 

Storbritannien, ekonomin och kvinnliga rättigheter, för att kunna se ifall det finns en 

korrelation mellan skillnaderna i den presenterade statistiken och hur samhället ändrades. 

Genom att göra detta fann jag att fastän det finns stora skillnader i kvinnornas rättigheter 

mellan 1894 och 1940 i både Sverige och Storbritannien, som till exempel rösträtten, rätt till 

arbete och rätt till samma pension som män, så lutade ändringen i migrationen mycket mer åt 

i hur ekonomin ändrade sig än själva politiken. Den största ekonomiska faktorn i 

Storbritannien var den industriella revolutionen, vilket påverkade många olika arbetssektorer 

för alla i samhället. Under tiden detta pågick i Storbritannien fann Sverige sig i en situation 

där det fanns ett överflöd av kvinnor i landet, varav 90% arbetade inom jordbruket. En följd 

av situationen var den konstaterade utflyttningen av många pigor till Storbritannien år 1894.  
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1. Introduction 

The period of time from the mid-19th century to the mid-20th century is one of the most 

important times in world history, as the industrial revolution was closely followed by famine 

and the two biggest wars the world has ever seen by any measure. For Britain, this period of 

time also saw an immense amount of movement of people between Britain and a myriad of 

other countries, as the Irish fled the Potato Famine, Jews fled persecution on the continent, 

and colonial subjects moved in search of more prosperity than their own lands could offer 

them. While the people in these groups count up to the tens and hundreds of thousands, other 

migrant groups went under the radar due to their significantly lower numbers, but they are 

just as important to Britain’s societal composition. One such group are Swedish migrants, of 

whom there is a steady flow entering Britain in the late 1800’s and first half of the 20th 

century. This group is particularly interesting to me as a historian due to the fact that there 

were Swedes immigrating to the United Kingdom almost every year during the period 

studied, and yet nobody has taken a closer look into why this was happening, instead 

focusing on Swedish migration to America; or German, Jewish or colonial migrants to 

Britain. 

1.1 Problem Statement and Purpose 

A lot of research and literary works have been written on the subject of migration to and from 

Britain from the 18
th

 century onwards, and almost as much as been written in relation to 

migration from Sweden in the 19
th

 century. Despite these facts, there is a clear lack of 

information about Swedish migration to Britain during these periods. In addition to this, the 

vast majority of these texts present information and facts that are either free of gender 

entirely, or only superficially mention either gender. Of the texts that I looked at, the majority 

failed to mention women at all, while still talking about males and the work they were 

looking for. Historian Merry E. Wiesner-Hanks says in her book Gender in History that 

“Studying gender involves saying ‘no, this also matters, this also is part of history,’ whether 

‘this’ is the experience of a wife or husband”.
1
 Therein lies the problem – while women’s 

history is an area of research that is growing, there are still holes in the research that have the 

potential to be significant. 

                                                 
1
 M. E. Wiesner-Hanks, Gender in History, Oxford, Blackwell Publishers, 2001, p. 239 
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Due to this, I have decided to look into the changes in the demographics of Swedish migrants 

to Britain during four different years; 1894, 1914, 1925, 1940; in order to analyse, with the 

help of feminist theory, how the advancement of women’s rights may have affected Swedish 

migration to Britain at the time. I think this is a relevant subject to study as I believe that it 

will add a new layer to what we already know about the history of Swedish emigrants, 

immigrants to Britain, and European women’s history, that will otherwise go unnoticed. The 

purpose of this essay is therefore to investigate to what extent changes in Swedish migration 

to Britain reflect the development of women’s rights and employment status during the 

periods covered. 

1.2 Theory 

In relation to the purpose of this essay, this investigation will make use of feminist theory to 

analyse the data collected. Feminist Theory analyses the role of women in society with focus 

on inequality between genders, such as the patriarchy, objectification, and discrimination.
2
 

The idea behind using this theory to aid in historical analysis is that feminist theory aims to 

highlight the factors that both create and support the inequality that exists between genders, 

and to put a larger focus on women’s history, which is often left behind in more general 

historical analyses. When using feminist theory to analyse something it is important to take 

into account that the theory encompasses many perspectives on feminism, from Marxist 

feminism to Liberal feminism, and queer theory.
3
 In order to be able to investigate the 

purpose of this study, I have chosen to use Marxist feminist theory, as its main focus is on 

differences between people on both a class and gender level, which fits perfectly with the 

economic and gender rights aspects highlighted in the purpose of this essay. This aspect of 

feminist theory is the most suitable aspect for this investigation, as liberal feminism focuses 

on women’s own choices, and queer theory focuses on the idea that a person’s identity is 

fluid. Both of the latter two aspects are impossible to utilise alongside the archive material 

and type of literature being used in this study. 

Per Månson says that “while the Marxist aspect has its focus on conflicts between 

class and gender oppression, the feminist aspect puts the focus on analyses of gender 

                                                 
2
 Nicki Lisa Cole, ‘Feminist Theory in Sociology’, in ThoughtCo, http://sociology.about.com/od/Sociological-

Theory/a/Feminist-Theory.htm, Nov 2016, (accessed 3 Dec 2016) 
3
 P. Månson, Moderna Samhällsteorier, Lund, Studentlitteratur AB, 2016, p. 225 

http://sociology.about.com/od/Sociological-Theory/a/Feminist-Theory.htm
http://sociology.about.com/od/Sociological-Theory/a/Feminist-Theory.htm
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oppression and specifically the oppression of women in the modern society”.
4
 This makes 

Marxist feminist theory the most relevant perspective to use as this essay looks at the 

economic and gender differences of the migrants studied. Feminist theory has been applied to 

the data collected in this paper’s investigation with the aid of the previous research presented 

in 1.4, through comparing the anecdotal economical and social backgrounds these works 

present with the empirical migrant data collected in the investigation. By applying this theory 

to my observations of differences in employment status of the men and women in this study, 

in terms of blue- and white-collar work, through my research questions found in part 1.3, 

which focus on the division of gender and employment status throughout the four years 

presented in this study. Through this, I hope to be able to show how the advancements of 

women’s rights affected Swedish immigrants to Britain during 1894, 1914, 1925, and 1940.  

Finally, although I am primarily studying women in this study, it is important to not 

only look at their roles and development, but also how these things relate to men at the same 

time. Wiesner-Hanks explains that one of the most important changes in historiographical 

trends is the recognition that anything related to power relationships is political. She explains 

this idea thus: 

Not only are the relationships between king and subject, monarch and parliament now 

viewed as political, but also those between master and servant, landlord and tenant, 

father and son, and husband and wife. When this power is formally recognised and 

legitimated it becomes authority, but even if it is not, it is still power…considerations 

of power are always relational, that is, they involve power over someone or 

something, along with power to carry out a certain action; thus to be complete, any 

study of power must pay attention to both the dominant and subordinate individual or 

group.
5
 

Thus, it is important not only to look at how women’s rights and roles changed over the years 

studied, but also how these relate to the more well known situation of men during the same 

time periods in order to clearer see how women managed to change their lot in life, as well as 

to clearer see the discrepancies between genders that could otherwise be lost on the reader 

without anything to refer back to. 

                                                 
4
 Månson, p. 266 

5
 Wiesner-Hanks, p. 146 
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1.3 Research Questions 

In order to investigate how Swedish migration to Britain changed over the four years 

presented, and in what way these changes combined to show the development of women’s 

status during these periods, the following research questions have been formulated to manage 

the data analysis: 

● What changes can be seen in the division of gender and age of the migrants between 

each period? 

● What changes can be seen in the employment- and marital status for the migrants 

between each period? 

1.4 Previous Research 

When it comes to migration to England over the last 100 years or so, there is a mass of 

literature that has been published. The same can be said about the subject of British society 

and its economy in relation to the migration patterns studied, and to a lesser extent Swedish 

society and its economy. Despite this, most of the literature that concerns migration to Britain 

has focused on the larger and, some would say, more significant groups that entered Britain 

from places such as the Caribbean, Ireland, India, Poland, and other ex-colonies. It is 

considerably harder to find literature that focuses specifically on post-Viking Swedish 

immigration to Britain at any point in time because of the fact that this group is a lot smaller 

and therefore of less interest to the wider majority of texts that cover a brief history of 

migration to England. The same can be said about Swedish literature about Swedish 

emigration - the focus lies almost entirely on either the large emigration flow from Sweden to 

America during the 1800’s, or the immigrants who entered Sweden over the years.  

This is why I have chosen for the most part to exclude Swedish literature on migration, as it 

is night impossible to find any books that talk in more general terms about emigration from 

Sweden instead of having a specific focus. Due to this, I have been forced to find research 

that is more general in its approach and piece together the information each of the sources 

offer in order to analyse my findings, which means that although the facts presented give a 

good general background of gender in history, the texts each leave out potentially important 

details that could be relevant to the scope of this essay. The issues with previous research has 
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not been a deterrent though, rather another reason to study Swedish migrants to Britain 

during the periods of time studied. 

Two works that are particularly important to the background of this study are An 

Immigration History of Britain (2010) and Immigration, Ethnicity and Racism in Britain 

(1994) by immigration historian Panikos Panayi. Both of these volumes talk extensively 

about how immigration to Britain looked during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, with 

the former also focusing on topics related to this migration such as poverty and social 

mobility. The latter focuses on themes such as the reasons that people moved to Britain and 

how divided the migrants were in their gender and economic situations. These two books also 

give limited insight into the economic history of Britain at the time. Panayi talks in these 

books about how the demands of an economy often affect migration patterns of a given 

period of time, giving the example of the population rise that started in the East pushing out 

to the West. He also notes that personal reasons are a contributing factor to the decision to 

emigrate, but is quick to point out that these experiences are much harder to analyse than the 

economic and societal factors, and thus the latter two are the focus of his research. Panayi 

concludes that no single theory or approach to the history presented in his books is a 

sufficient way to summarise what caused the movement of the migrant groups he studies, nor 

how they experienced life in Britain.  

The scope of Panayi’s work revolves around the First World War, immigration, and 

the history of food – thus, it is fitting to assume that the books mentioned here are valid when 

investigating migration to Britain. Therefore the historical facts he establishes in An 

Immigration History of Britain, and Immigration, Ethnicity and Racism in Britain make up 

for the fact that the remaining literature by Pollock and Stevenson fail to address immigration 

and the economy prior to 1914. Panayi’s works are relevant to understanding this essay in 

that he gives a broad view of immigration to Britain. Despite lacking details specific to 

Swedish immigrants, he helps the reader to go into this thesis with background knowledge of 

the economic and immigration situation in the earlier half of the period studied. The same can 

be said about Pollard and Stevenson’s works, which give the reader further background 

knowledge, picking up where Panayi’s works leave off in the early 20
th

 century. These works 

and the facts they present are particularly important, as it is vital for the reader to understand 
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how the Swedish immigrants studied here slot into Britain’s history in terms of immigration, 

the economy, and culture, in order for any patterns or contradictions to really stand out. 

The second relevant historical context to take into account is that of British society 

during the periods investigated. This is an area where there is a multitude of literary works 

available, especially regarding twentieth century Britain, and so it was important to choose 

works that are concise and relevant to the study. One such book is British Society 1914-1945 

by historian John Stevenson. Although this book has the shortfall of not covering the first 

period studied in this paper, the information it provides is invaluable as the book focuses on a 

variety of topics, including family life, unemployment, and politics amongst other things. The 

essential parts of this book cover the British economy, the rise and fall of unemployment 

during the period it covers, the job status’ that people had in regards to blue- and white collar 

work, and the rights of women in the workplace and in regards to sex discrimination. The 

Development of the British Economy 1914-1950 by economic historian Sidney Pollard covers 

a similar topic to Stevenson’s book – the economy. Pollard’s aim was to write a text that 

would work as an introduction to economic and social change between 1914 and 1950, and 

he has written his book in such a way that it attempts to cover the blind spots that appear 

when looking at economic history separate to applied economics. This is particularly 

interesting within the scope of this paper, as it helps give a more detailed look into the 

general economy of the time, helping to set the scene of changes that can be seen in Britain at 

this time. The biggest downfall of both Pollard and Stevenson’s works is the fact they only 

cover the period from 1914 onwards, therefore leaving Panayi’s texts, in addition to other 

smaller sources, to cover the period of time surrounding the 1894 migrants. 

Another work that is important to consider in order to further understand the scope of 

this essay is Gender in History by Merry E. Wiesner-Hanks. In this book, Wiesner-Hanks 

looks in depth at the development of women’s issues over the years, covering a variety of 

issues, including the family, economic life, political life, and education. Wiesner-Hanks looks 

at how each of the identified subject areas developed in different cultures and times 

throughout history, and why these developments happened. The aim of the book is to give a 

brief but varied view of history with a focus on gender – for example when looking at family 

life, Wiesner-Hanks does not just look at the make-up of families over the centuries, but also 

how family life was experience for men, women, boys, and girls. Despite this, the book is 
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much more factual than theoretical, and thus there are few concrete conclusions included in 

the text, as it is more about presenting oft looked-over facts than presenting the author’s 

ideas. Wiesner-Hanks’ work is particularly useful for understanding the background of this 

essay for precisely this reason – she gives a varied account of different aspects of history 

while keeping her work relatively unbiased. Wiesner-Hanks’ work has the disadvantage of 

only covering the different time periods briefly in each chapter, but is particularly important 

as it sets the groundwork for how women were treated in Europe and across the globe in 

more general terms. While, similar to the other sources, not going into heavy detail about 

Sweden or Britain, her work is used here as a foundation for understanding the place that 

women occupied in history around the time periods studied in this essay, and thus how 

women in particular fit into the bigger picture presented here. 

Finally, sociologist of law Widerberg, Karin’s book Kvinnor Klasser och Lagar 1750-1980 

has provided vital information for discussion concerning women’s rights in Sweden. As the title 

suggests, Widerberg’s text systematically goes through the laws reforms and class status of women 

between 1750 and 1980, and therefore provides a lot of insight into what changes happened and to 

some extent how they affected women at the time. The main complaint that can be cast towards this 

text is the fact that the biggest focus is on the latter half of this period, from around 1930 onwards, 

and as such around two thirds of the book focus on this later period. This means that there is not a 

huge focus on the periods of time being investigated in this study, but the relevant facts that the book 

does present are nonetheless very useful. 

1.5 Limitations 

While researching and writing this paper, I have given myself a few limitations in order to 

slim line the research process, and be able to answer my research questions and purpose 

without the scope of the paper from becoming too broad to handle.  

As previously stated, I limited myself to four years; 1894, 1914, 1925 and 1940. This 

was for a few reasons; firstly, these years had a similar amount of migrants from Sweden to 

England – 1914 and 1940 included 37 females, meaning these two groups were comparable 

without results being too skewed due to large differences in numbers, while the other two 

years had slightly larger groups. Secondly, all four years are close in time to a particular 

event or group of events that changed British society in some way; 1894 is at the tail end of 

the industrial revolution, 1914 is just prior to World War 1, 1925 is after World War 1 but 
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before the Great Depression, and 1940 is after the Great Depression but before World War 2 

was in full swing in Britain. In addition, these groups were relatively small and manageable, 

where data was easy to analyse without being overwhelmed by the sheer amount. This made 

it easier to be able to analyse a larger span of years - other years may have been more 

relevant, but had larger groups of migrants which were outside the scope and timeframe of 

this type of investigation. 

The second area of limitation I have out on this paper are the geographical aspects. In 

order to have an investigable amount of migrants in the years chosen, I decided to widen my 

search from specific towns to two specific countries – Sweden and England. This in turn put 

a limitation on the sources I could use to gather my information because, of the people 

studied, only a handful were from municipalities within travelling distance from my locale. 

Due to the fact that any further details that could be found for each of the subjects would have 

to be gathered in person from their respective home municipalities, or the British immigrant 

records – neither of which I have access to – I have used a website called Emiweb as my only 

primary Source. Emiweb is the national database in Sweden for historical record concerning 

immigration and emigration, containing passenger lists and church records over the past 

couple of centuries.  

The fact that Emiweb’s database is neither fully complete nor entirely accurate, in so 

far as finding multiple entries for a single person in the same list with differing amounts of 

information, in addition to the fact that I had chosen to look at the migration patterns on a 

national level, lead me to omit the geographical information found in Emiweb. That is to say, 

I have chosen not to look at where in Sweden the migrants come from and where in Britain 

they were travelling to, as this information was far less readily available than the other 

information Emiweb offers – especially in relation to specific destinations. 

The final area of limitations I have partially implemented is the genus aspect. In the 

analysis in part 2 I have chosen to present the data collected from Emiweb concerning both 

males and females, despite the fact the purpose of this essay is to look at specifically the 

female migrants. This is because it is important to not only show one part of the historical 

evidence, but both sides, as there is otherwise nothing to compare the female migrant data to. 

I therefore feel that it is only relevant to discuss any changes in migration if it is possible to 

see whether the patterns seen are indeed specific to female migrants or not. 
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1.6 Method 

This essay primarily makes use of historical demography, which is “the study of the size and 

structure of past populations, the components of population change … and the factors that 

influenced them.”
6
 Historical demography makes use of quantitative data, which revolves 

around the use of countable data such as numbers and statistics such as those found in part 2 

of this study, as opposed to qualitative data which would include interviews and other 

uncountable data collection methods.
7
 

 The first step of the investigation was to decide what subject matter I was interested in 

investigating, landing on immigration. A theory-based framework was then created in order 

to formulate the research questions, and the research was narrowed down to a specific period 

of time that would potentially yield a good amount of results, while simultaneously not being 

an overwhelming amount.
 8

 

The research questions would be answered through the use of immigration data gathered 

through Emiweb, and as such my next step was to use this database to find immigration 

records for the years close to the beginning of the First and Second World Wars. From these I 

chose 1894, 1914, 1925, and 1940 as they all had an appropriate amount of immigrants, while 

surrounding years had either to little or in excess of 300 records. From these lists I created a 

Windows Access database, in which I could sort immigrants based on factors such as age, 

gender and job title, for each respective year. Pension age was based on the Swedish pension 

age, as the British pension age not only differed from the Swedish, but also differed between 

genders. This meant that it would have been an arduous task to take all three pension ages 

into account when sorting the migrants based on their age. 

The final step was to find previously published research and sources on subject matters 

connected to the results I found and the research questions formulated, in order to answer the 

questions posed at the beginning of the study. When doing this, I approached the sources 

objectively – meaning that the personal aspects of the authors whose texts I have used play no 

part in the understanding of the subject matter, apart from the relevance that their academic 

                                                 
6
 ”Historical Demography”, in Encyclopedia of Public Health, 2002, 

http://www.encyclopedia.com/medicine/divisions-diagnostics-and-procedures/medicine/historical-demography 

(accessed 26 January 2018) 
7
 A. Florén, and H. Ågren, Historiska Undersökningar,  Lund, Studentlitteratur, 1998, p. 44-50 

8
 Ibid. 
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standings have on the validity of the facts they offer. This is due to the fact that the majority 

of them are academic texts, and none of them are primary sources.
9
 

1.7 Archive Material 

I have accessed my primary sources – the Swedish church records and Statistiska 

Centralbyrån’s (SCB) emigrant database – through Emiweb. Emiweb makes it easy for me to 

find information on each individual emigrant, such as their name, gender, marital status, age, 

family, and job status. This is done through first choosing the relevant database, for example 

SCB, choosing what date or year to look at, for example 1894, and then narrowing the search 

down to people whose destination was Britain. After this, it is as easy as clicking each name 

to bring up the individual migrants’ information. This was an arduous process though, and as 

such I completed the data collection process by collate the information into individual 

databases of my own where I was able to sort the lists in order to make the data more 

manageable. The fact that Emiweb’s databases are all digital means that there is no 

misunderstanding of sources, which is a common problem when they are handwritten as the 

handwriting can often be hard to read. This is especially useful as Swedish is my second 

language. 

Because both the church and SCB databases are part of the Swedish national archives, and 

have been digitalised in an official capacity for the use of the public, it is taken for granted 

that the information found here is unbiased, as the databases are simply copied straight from 

the original lists without outside input. On the other hand, it also leads to information being 

entered multiple times, an occurrence that I happened upon in migrant lists for all 4 of the 

years studied. In addition to this, the databases are still under construction, which explains 

why the immigrant entries varied drastically in how much information was available, but also 

raises the possibility that there could be more database entries that have not been added yet, 

and as such the information that I have collected could be incomplete. 

1.8 Terminology 

The terms Blue-collar and White-collar workers will be used throughout the study which 

should be explained briefly for those who may be unfamiliar with them; 

● Blue-collar 

                                                 
9
 Ibid. 
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Blue-collar pertains to the working class job sector that encompasses manual labour 

professions such as manufacturing and construction. It is characterised by being very 

physically demanding in comparison to the counterpart, white-collar. Blue-collar workers 

often receive low or hourly pay instead of a salary.
10

 
11

 

● White Collar 

White-collar is often characterised by office work and sometimes colloquially known as 

“desk jobs”. People who have white-collar jobs (“white-collar workers”) often enjoy higher 

pay than their blue-collar counterparts. These types of jobs include editors, lawyers and 

doctors.
12

 

Although some jobs are able to blend these two terms, the jobs presented in this essay will be 

put into the category that closest resembles the standard job description. To see which 

categories specific jobs are in, see appendices 1-4. 

  

                                                 
10

 "Blue-Collar", in Cambridge Dictionary, <https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/blue-collar 

(accessed 4 January 2018) 
11

 "What Color Is Your Job? Job Classifications and Distinctions", in Thedigeratilife.com, 2018, 

http://www.thedigeratilife.com/blog/index.php/2007/08/27/what-color-is-your-job-job-classifications-and-

distinctions/ (accessed 1 November 2017) 
12

 "White-Collar", in Cambridge Dictionary, https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/white-collar 

(accessed 4 January 2018) 
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2. Investigation 

2.1 Background 

1914 and 1940 were two significant years in world history, as they are two years that saw the 

beginning and snowballing of wars that would eventually engulf the entire world. As such, 

these two years gave people the last opportunities to move somewhat freely before their 

respective wars were in full swing, and countries began to regulate immigration to a larger 

extent than before. In 1914, borders were open and people moved based on where they could 

work best, but when war broke out the 1914 Aliens Restriction Act was rushed through 

parliament, taking only 24 hours to be implemented and resulting in stricter control regarding 

the immigration of people over 16 years old to the UK. The powers provided by this act were 

then extended in 1919.
13

 After the war, migration became characterised by legal restrictions 

and disaster.
14

 Although the Second World War began in September of 1939, it was in 1940 

that it really began to hit Europe, with France, Norway and Denmark all being invaded after a 

period of months where no big military advances in either direction were made – called the 

“Phoney War”.
15

 In contrast, 1894 and 1925 were peaceful years, but were still important 

periods in history in their own right, as they were periods of relative calm following and 

preceding periods of unrest. During this period women’s suffrage was also making waves in 

Britain and across the world, and as a result laws began to change, giving women more rights 

than they had previously had, elevating their level of equality in society. As such, these four 

years should be decent years to examine migrants as they: 

● Offer information on the types of people who migrated at these four points in time 

● Represent the demography of migration at a time when people are still allowed to 

move somewhat freely; while also offering a background where migration motives are 

able to be analysed 

● Cover periods of time that vary in terms of political and economic climate 

Thus, it will be interesting to see how advances in women’s rights affected the migration of 

people to the United Kingdom during these differing climates. 
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2.2 Gender and Age 

In part 2.2 I hope to answer my first research question; “What changes can be seen in the 

division of gender of the migrants between each period?”. The groups of emigrants from 

1889, 1914, 1925, and 1940 were comprised of 120, 71, 87, and 69 people respectively. The 

gender distribution of these groups can be seen in Figure 1 below. 

 

Figure 1. Source: SCB database and Swedish Church records, see appendices 1-4. 

It is also important to look at the age of the migrants who moved to Britain in order to 

ascertain how many were of working age, as not every migrant has a job listed in the archive 

material. The migrant groups have therefore been split into 4 age categories; 

● 0-17 years old (legally children) 

● 18-40 years old 

● 41-67 

● 67+ (pension age in Sweden) 

Working out pension ages is somewhat difficult due to the differences between countries and 

times due to the fact that they fluctuate, especially when considering a time span of almost 45 

years. In 1914 the pension age in the UK was 70 years old, while in 1940 it had changed to 

60 years old for women and 65 for men.
16

 As such, I have chosen to follow the Swedish 

pension age, which was 67 years old, regardless of gender, throughout the entire time period 
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being studied.
17 18

 This is a good base level for pension age as it is a rough middle ground of 

the two presented British pension ages, and also means that no allowance has to be given to 

pension ages in different countries of origin that have arisen in the emigrant lists. The 

following graphs show how the two genders divide into the age categories for both years. 

 

Figure 2. Source: SCB database and Swedish Church records, see appendices 1-4. 

 

Figure 3. Source: SCB database and Swedish Church records, see appendices 1-4. 

From the graphs in Figures 2 and 3 we can see that emigration patterns were slightly different 
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for each age group depending on the year of emigration. The general pattern for these four 

years shows that people between the ages 18-40 are most common, with 41-66 years being 

the second most common age band for migrants. Similarly, children between 0-17 years are 

more common than adults over the age of 66. In 1914 there is a significantly higher amount 

of younger movers, while in 1940 there are more elderly males emigrating, meaning the 

emigrants are more evenly distributed in 1940 where in 1914 they are skewed towards the 

lower end of the scale. We can also see that for all four years presented it is much more 

common to see men over the age of 40 than women 

2.3 Employment 

In part 2.3 I aim to answer my second research question; “What changes can be seen in the 

employment status for the migrants between each period?” through looking at it from three 

sides – employment status, work status, and unemployment and women’s roles. 

2.3.1 Employment Status 

In the archives, it is common for a person’s entry to also state their job or profession at their 

time of emigrating. As such, it is possible to gather a rather detailed view on the division of 

labour between the sexes. Generally speaking, it is more common to find women whose jobs 

were either unidentifiable or not noted down in the archive records than men, with 1894 

showing the greatest total number of people without a given job title. The following graphs 

show the employment status of emigrants of both genders for each year.“Unemployed” 

emigrants are those whose employment status in their archive entry was recorded as “wife”, 

“daughter”, “son”, or “husband”, or variants thereof.  

Figures 4 and 5 quite clearly show how the rate of employment was highly skewed in favour 

of the male emigrants, while the female emigrants found themselves unemployed much more 

their male counterparts. The outlier to this pattern are 1894’s employed women, where they 

almost equal the amount of employed men for the same year, although this could be 

attributed to the fact that the sample size is almost double those of 1914, 1925, and 1940. 

Unemployed women not only outnumbered unemployed men for the later three years, but 

also constituted a larger percentage of the total amount of women emigrants in each year than 

women with any other employment status, while the majority of men fall into the “employed” 

category. 
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Figure 4. Source: SCB database and Swedish Church records, see appendices 1-4. 

 

Figure 5. Source: SCB database and Swedish Church records, see appendices 1-4. 

The percentage of unemployed women makes a significant jump over the period studied, 

from 29% in 1894, 41% in 1914, a number which jumps to 58%, and by 1940 that number is 

up to 65%. Meanwhile the percentage of females that are working during the latter three 

years stays relatively stable; hovering between 27-29%, while 1894 is an outlier with 53% of 

women working. The total percentage of unemployed males rises between 1894 - from 16% 

to 23% - before dropping off in 1940 to 8%. Similarly, the percentage of working males for 

each year increases over the years, from 67% in 1914 to 73.5% in 1925, and 75% in 1940, 

meaning the large percentage rise in unemployed women is particularly significant. 
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2.3.2 Job Status 

When it comes to the status of a particular job or career, the two categories most commonly 

used are White Collar Workers and Blue Collar Workers. The following graphs divide the 

“employed” category of Figures 6 and 7 into either white or blue collar workers for each 

gender and year, based on the career noted in their archive entry. 

 

Figure 6. Source: SCB database and Swedish Church records, see appendices 1-4. 

 

Figure 7. Source: SCB database and Swedish Church records, see appendices 1-4. 

What can immediately be seen is that the overall picture is roughly the same for all years, as 

each year sees a higher number of males than females in both blue and white collar work, in 

concurrence with the fact that all years present a much lower total number of working women 

in the study groups chosen for 1914, 1925, and 1940. Although the numbers of blue collar 
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workers shown in Figure 6 are lower for females than males, the overall percentage 

difference is less than 5% between the sexes. As with previous demographics categories 1894 

is an outlier, with a much closer number of female and male blue collar workers.  

Job Title 

(including 

variants) 1894 1914 1925 1940 Total 

Accountant - 1 3 - 4 

Clerk 5 2 4 2 13 

Cook 1 1 - - 2 

Director - 1 2 1 4 

Editor - - 1 1 2 

Engineer  - - 5 4 9 

Engine 

Worker - - 2 - 2 

Farmhand 19 - - - 19 

Gardener  9 - - - 9 

Laborer 2 4 1 - 7 

Maid 6 6 6 2 20 

Merchant - 1 1 1 3 

Nurse - - 2 1 3 

Representative - - - 2 2 

Sailor  5 - 4 3 12 

Seamstress 3 1 - - 4 

Tailor 8 2 2 - 12 

Teacher  9 2 3 2 16 

Waiter 2 - - - 2 

Figure 8. Source: SCB database and Swedish Church records, see appendices 1-4. 

Figure 8 shows the job titles that appeared more than once across all archive documents. The 

average amount of times a job title in this table appeared is 7.5 times, with 11 job titles 

showing up less than 7.5 times and 8 showing up more than 7.5 times. Despite the 

distribution on each side of the average being fairly close, two jobs titles stand out as 
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considerable outliers – ‘Farmhand’ and ‘Maid’. It is important to note that the numbers 

shown include variants to each job title, so while there are 20 maids shown in the table, in the 

archive sources some of these people were listed as things such as ‘captain’s maid’, ‘house 

maid’, or ‘nursery maid’. Thus it is easier to collate all of these derivations under the singular 

title of ‘maid’ in order to make the statistics easier to work with. The job titles ‘farmhand’ 

and ‘maid’ are particularly interesting to look at, as they are almost equal in number, and yet 

the patterns with which they occur differ greatly, with ‘farmhands’ appearing solely in 1894 

while ‘maids’ appear in equal numbers over the periods 1894, 1914, and 1925. Other 

interesting distributions are those of, for example, tailors and teachers, who enjoy a large 

proportion of the workforce in 1894, while slowing down somewhat drastically during the 

following years. 

2.3.3 The Unemployed and Women’s Domestic Roles 

As previously stated, the emigrants are categorised as “unemployed” in previous sections had 

their job noted, in their respective archive entries, as a family relation to another person. 

These relationships were listed in the “job” field of each entry, as opposed to the “extra 

notes” field. Figures 9 and 10 below show the number of males and females whose job title 

was listed as one of the following family relations: daughter, wife, lady, widow, and son, and 

the percentage of the total population for each year that these migrants represent. 

Year Number of 

emigrants 

with job listed 

as “daughter” 

Number of 

emigrants 

with job listed 

as “wife” 

Number of 

emigrants 

with job listed 

as “lady” 

Number of 

emigrants 

with job listed 

as “widow” 

Number of 

emigrants 

with job listed 

as “son” 

1894 5 2 7 3 9 

1914 8 7 - - 6 

1925 10 10 1 - 6 

1940 4 19 - 1 3 

Figure 9. Source: SCB database and Swedish Church records, see appendices 1-4. 
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Year % of relevant 

gender with 

the job title 

“daughter”  

% of relevant 

gender with 

the job title 

“wife”  

% of relevant 

gender with 

the job title 

“lady”  

% of relevant 

gender with 

the job title 

“widow”  

% of relevant 

gender with 

the job title 

“son”  

1894 8% 3% 11% 5% 12% 

1914 22% 19% - - 17.5% 

1925 25% 25% 2.5% - 14% 

1940 11% 51% - 3% 9% 

Figure 10. Source: SCB database and Swedish Church records, see appendices 1-4. 

The information surrounding unemployed emigrants is especially significant in relation to the 

females, as the unemployed sector of this population is much higher than the working sector, 

and there is a tendency to note down the job title of a daughter or wife’s father or husband 

respectively. Interestingly, this phenomenon was not present in the 1914 sample that was 

studied. 

● In 1894: 

○ 60% of daughters had their father’s job title listed. 

○ 50% of wives had their husband’s job title listed. 

● In 1925: 

○ 50% of daughters of wives had their husband’s job title listed. 

○ 33% of wives of wives had their husband’s job title listed. 

● in 1940: 

○ 50% of daughters of wives had their husband’s job title listed. 

○ 32% of wives of wives had their husband’s job title listed. 

Women who were listed predominantly as somebody’s wife or daughter account for 11% of 

all females who immigrated to the United Kingdom from Sweden in the years studied. Of the 

jobs listed for the women’s wives and husbands, 60% of the jobs were classed as white collar, 

and 40% were classed as blue collar. In addition, there is an example of a male in 1940 being 

listed as “son of a smith” instead of simply “son” like the remaining relevant males. 

Likewise, there is one instance of this phenomenon in 1940 in relation to a maid being listed 

as “captain’s maid” instead of simply “maid”.  
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3. Discussion and Conclusions 

Figure 1, above, shows that in three of the four years presented, women outnumbered men in 

migrating to Britain from Sweden – although not by a large margin, this in itself is a 

particularly interesting result to find considering the limited rights and usefulness that women 

had or were perceived to have during this period in history, particularly during the Pre-World 

War 1 era before women’s suffrage took off. In order to look at how the data presented in 

chapter 2 is relevant to the purpose of this essay it is important to look at both the economic 

background and women’s rights developments over the periods studied in order to gauge 

what changes to the economic and political climates in Sweden and Britain are likely to have 

affected migration patterns, and to what extent developments in women’s rights were 

responsible for these changes. Personal reasons are, of course, probably the biggest factor 

behind the migration of people between countries, but as the majority of these personal 

stories are often nigh impossible to come by due to lack of sources, it is much more profitable 

to look at the underlying economic and demographic factors that create the type of 

environment which makes migration much more likely to happen.
19
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It is difficult when looking at the historical background to entirely split the discussion 

into two parts concerning the gender distribution and the employment situations, as they are 

often intrinsically connected. Thus in order to discuss the purpose of this essay, “to 

investigate how changes in Swedish migration to Britain reflect the development of women’s 

rights and employment status during the periods covered”, the discussion will be split into 

two parts based on time. The first will cover the pre-World War 1 periods of 1894 and 1914, 

and the second will cover the Post-World War 1 periods of 1925 and 1940.  

3.1 Pre-World War 1 

Panikos Panayi claims that “migration often mirrors the economic demand of the economy at 

a particular point in time”, and that the 1800s were a period of readjustment, where resources 

were put under pressure by the increase in population that pushed out across Europe from 

West to East.
21
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 Britain saw a Second Industrial Revolution between 1870 and 1914, 

characterised by the expansion of railways, telegraph and electric usage, and machines.  On 
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January 1st 1894, at the end of the Long Depression and halfway through the Second 

Industrial Revolution, the Manchester ship canal opened for business.
23

 
24

 It was a man-made 

canal that was created in order to connect the industrial hub of Manchester to the ports of 

Liverpool, and the Irish Sea, creating another route for materials and livestock to be imported 

and exported from the cotton mills and other industries in Manchester at the time. This 

boosted the British economy drastically, as Manchester became Britain’s third biggest port 

behind Liverpool and London, while handling 1,358,875 tons in 1895 and 5,434,046 tons in 

1915.
25

 The increase in steamship transportation during this period was particularly adept at 

transporting people in a more regular fashion than previously, due to the fact that steamships 

could sail in any weather.
26

 
27

 
28

 As Panayi puts it, “migration inevitably takes place in the 

early stages of industrialisation because of the deterioration of conditions for those left out”, 

and steamships gave these people easier access to new living and job opportunities.
29

 During 

this time, people were able to move freely and enter Britain as they wished, whether refugee 

or not, and no matter what reason they had behind migrating.
30

 
31

  

Potential examples of this are the five sailors who immigrated to England from 

Sweden throughout 1894, and who were followed in 1914 by another three sailors and a boat 

captain, all of whom were males, which could be explained by the fact that foreign seamen 

were generally cheaper to hire than their British counterparts.
32

 Another example of potential 

industrial migration in 1894 is that of a male ironworker who moved in mid April. The 

creation of pig iron became much cheaper during the Second Industrial Revolution, which 

drastically increased the demand for such iron.
33

 It is then not unthinkable that there would 

also be a need for more skilled labour in order to meet the demand.
34

 As factories began to 

pop up over the country, young women were the prime employees in the mind of factory 
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bosses, as they “were viewed as more compliant, willing to take lower wages, and better able 

to carry out the repetitive tasks of tending machines.” 
35

 Despite this, it was not desirable for 

them to have too much freedom or independence, and so they “were encouraged to give most 

or all of their wages to their families”
36

  The expansion of different areas of the industry such 

as factories may also account for why there are so many tailors and seamstresses that 

emigrated from Sweden in 1894, and yet hardly any that arrive in Britain in the three years 

following, as factories took over the work of ordinary citizens.  

All of the examples presented thus far are particularly important to look at in relation 

to the research questions of gender and employment distribution as, they are not only 

representative of a large number of pre-world War 1 migrants, but also show the difference 

between what type of work was most common for each gender as well as how this work 

differed. It is important to note that, as seen in Figures 5 and 8, although 33 of the female 

migrants from 1894 were working, 19 of them were working as farmhands. The significance 

of this particular outlier will be discussed a bit later, but it is nevertheless important to take 

into account that of the remaining 13 female workers in 1894, only ten of them were blue-

collar workers, and of those six were maids. This is particularly interesting to consider, as the 

32 male blue-collar workers are much more evenly spread out across jobs that cover many 

sectors, such as the aforementioned sailors and tailors, but also manual labour and gardening 

amongst other things. Perhaps, then, one could conclude that the amount of blue-collar work 

for women was far more limited, mirrored by the fact that the overwhelming majority were 

servants of some kind. 

The growth of population, as well as changes within the industry and agriculture, also 

pushed people from their homes to find work elsewhere.
37

 One group of people who are 

particularly interesting to look at in this regard are the 19 female farmhands who moved to 

England during 1894. Between 1873 and 1896, Britain was enduring the Great Depression of 

Agriculture, caused by the massive decrease in grain prices, and increase in availability and 

transportation due to steamships.
38

 
39

 In 1830, 2% of Britain’s grain was imported, a number 
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which jumped to 40% in the 1880’s, and 80% by 1914.
40

 Not only were grain imports 

affected, but the movement of peoples in Britain was too. Ensor claims that “Between 1871 

and 1901 the population of England and Wales increased by 43% but the proportion of male 

agricultural labourers decreased by over one-third” due to the Depression.
41

 In fact, land had 

become so unprofitable during this period that between 1809 and 1914, the percentage of 

British millionaires who were also landowners dropped from 88% to 33%.
42

  

Knowing this, we can wonder why it is that 16% of 1894’s female migrants were 

farmhands, as shown in Figures 8-10, considering the fact that the Depression had been in 

full swing for over 20 years by this time. It is of course possible though that these women 

were only farmhands in Sweden, and found jobs in other sectors when arriving in Britain, but 

the more likely explanation is that these farmhands could also have been house maids who 

lived and worked on a farm. The issue here is the translation of the Swedish word piga which 

appears in the archive documents. The English translation of this word is ‘maid’ or ‘skivvy’, 

but it is a word that is almost solely used in relation to female farmhands – a piga was a 

young woman who looked for work on a farm in the same way that a domestic servant would 

look for work at a large house or mansion. They would start at the bottom of the farm 

workers’ hierarchy, but would have the opportunity to work their way up the ladder, moving 

from the farm to the house.
43

 Either way, this group is a very interesting outlier found in the 

historical data, as there were no male farmhands listed, and yet farm work is something that 

one could be forgiven for assuming is more of a male area of work. In relation to the 

distribution of gender and employment status of migrants, the reason that these women 

emigrated in droves in 1894 is particularly important, as it is one of the very few examples 

that crop up more than a handful of times, and certainly appears more than any other job title. 

Therein lies the issue – should they be categorised as agricultural or domestic 

workers?  Due to the fact that they all started working on farms and have been noted down in 

the archive material as specifically pigor
44

 and not as maids, they will be classed here as 

agricultural workers. Despite this, the contradiction between agriculture statistics, archive 
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material, and translation should be kept in mind when considering the role of women as 

maids both agriculturally and domestically. In order to look at why there were so many pigor 

that migrated to England in 1894 and none in the following years, we must look at the 

economical climate in Sweden. Karin Widerberg says that “in 1870, 90% of employed 

women worked within the agricultural sector. By 1920, this number had sunk to just above 

55%”.
45

 This would explain why, if categorising pigor as farm workers, they are prevalent 

only in the first year studied and not the following through. Another factor that Wideberg 

identifies that is another part of the explanation as to why this group of women is a particular 

outlier is that there was an “excess of women” that was gradually rising from the mid- to late- 

1800’s. Wideberg says that “the number of unmarried women continued to rise until around 

1920. The reason behind this was that unmarried women, in comparison to unmarried men, 

emigrated to a much smaller extent, and that marriage frequency declined.”
46

 This is 

something that can be seen to some extent in Figures 9 and 10, where the number of women 

listed as someone’s wife increases steadily each year. 

While the agricultural sector in Britain was declining, and the industry was booming, 

the industrial sector was not the only area where the job market had expanded prior to World 

War 1. As factories worked overtime to mass produce things that had once been handmade, 

consumerism began to settle itself in homes up and down the country. This increase in 

availability of consumer goods lead to the opening of a multitude of small shops which 

needed staff, and it became more common for rich families to employ women as maids. In 

the era leading up to 1914, the difference between the ‘working class’ and ‘middle class’ was 

often seen as being the possession of servants, and thus the women of the house were 

promoted to the status of ‘lady’. In fact, Wiesner-Hanks claims that “domestic service 

became the most common form of paid work for women in Western Europe in the nineteenth 

century”.
47

 This claim is largely supported by the statistics presented in Figure 8, which 

shows that the largest job group amongst the female migrants studied were female maids, 

both when looking at individual years in addition to all four years combined. This number is 

inflated even more if one chooses to include pigor, as they represent almost exactly the same 

amount of migrants over the four years studied as standard maids do, see Figure 8.  
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This may account for the large number of women in 1894 whose job status in the 

emigration lists was ‘lady’ - perhaps it is an indication of their class more than their marriage 

arrangements. Even as more work opportunities eventually opened to women and less went 

into domestic servitude, the demand for servants would continue for quite a while.
48

 Another 

reason as to why some daughters and wives in the migrant lists have their fathers’ and 

husbands’ job titles listed in their respective entries is the fact that women were regarded as 

property, particularly when it concerned married women who were unable to do many things 

without their spouse’s consent.
49

 Marriage was described as “husbandly authority and wifely 

obedience”
50

 according to Wiesner-Hanks, who also notes that laws pertaining to a wife’s 

lack of legal status was prevalent across the Europe.
51

 This notion was also expressed by a 

politician called Henry Parker, who said that “the wife is inferior in nature, and was created 

for the assistance of man”.
52

 Despite this idea of a woman being tightly controlled by the man 

in her life, be it her father or husband, a lot of how restricted a woman was also depended on 

her social class. Upper-class women were more likely to be restricted in various ways, as 

societies could not afford to lose the mass labour that lower-class women provided.
53

 The 

idea of women as property is one that Sweden held on to somewhat longer than in Britain, 

where women stopped legally being property in the 1700’s – even if they were considered 

property afterwards in a non-legally binding sense – whereas in Sweden this did not happen 

until 1921 with the introduction of a new marriage code. The downside to this new code was 

the fact that it was only relevant to women who were married after 1921, but three years later 

in 1924 more laws were brought in that made all women independent.
54

 

Although industrialisation lead to more work opportunities in general, the workplace 

was still largely dominated by men, while married women would inevitably stay at home as it 

was difficult to combine the housework and child care that was expected of them with factory 

work during the industrial revolution, or aiding the war effort during the First World War.
55
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As Wiesner-Hanks puts it: 

Married women [were] encouraged to avoid work outside the household and make 

their homes a “haven in the heartless world” of industrialism and business. (This 

advice was bolstered by the fact that until the mid-nineteenth century, the wages of a 

married woman in European countries belonged legally to their husbands).
57

 

This was further promoted through the fact that married men were granted higher wages so as 

to be able to provide for their families while their wives stayed at home.
58

 This also explains 

to a large extent why there are various entries in the archive material where the job title 

‘wife’ was preceded by the job title of the married woman’s husband, for example 

“conductor’s wife”, as opposed to simply “wife”, as noted in chapter 2.3.3. This could 

account for why unemployment is far more prevalent amongst women than men over all four 

years studied, as seen in Figures 4 and 5. 

By the 1940’s the notion of the domestic goddess had been abandoned somewhat, as 

countries once again needed women to help with the war effort,
59

 but Wiesner-Hanks claims 

that all was not what it seemed when it comes to this idea of motherhood even before the 

1940’s: 

Nineteenth-century Britain is often viewed as a high point of emphasis on maternity 

and domesticity for women; on closer investigation this turns out to have been an 

ideal limited only to middle-class women. In a country with two million nannies, few 

upper-class women actually mothered (or were expected to mother) their own 

children, and few lower-or working-class women had the leisure to spend that much 

time on child care.
60

 

Perhaps this explains why in the archive material, and collated in chapter 2.3.3, there are 

women whose job titles are lady, wife, daughter, and widow, but none that have the title 

“mother”. 

By 1914, Britain’s society had become primarily urban, which is reflected in the 

decrease in blue collar workers in Figure 6, and the increase of white collar workers in Figure 

7. During the 1800’s, the population had increased by 400%, with the censuses in 1851 and 

1911 showing a population jump from 27million to 45million respectively.
61

 Britain had an 
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ageing population, with less than ⅓ of the population being under 20 years old - a number 

that would continue to decrease as youths were sent off to fight and die in World War 1.
62

 

Immigration helped to increase this low youth population, as the majority who moved tended 

to be younger, something which is clearly reflected in Figures 2 and 3. Despite this, 

Stevenson claims that “foreign visitors were already beginning to remark upon the English 

penchant for low-density, suburban houses in preference to the flats and tenements more 

common on the continent.”
63

 The expansion of towns and villages to include suburbs prior to 

1914 was directly influenced by the increasing availability of railways and transport networks 

- railways continued to expand dramatically, from 13,562,000 miles in 1870 to 20,038,000 

miles by 1914.
64

  

In the census of 1911, 29% of the population were skilled workers, 34% were semi-

skilled, and 9% were unskilled. The wages that people earned differed greatly between these 

groups of workers, and also between professions, genders, and religions - the biggest of 

which was found between skilled workers and the semi-/unskilled workers below them.
65

 

One group of workers which crops up a handful of times in the migrant lists for 1894 and 

1914 and is singled out in particular by Stevenson are the clerks, as he describes clerks during 

this period as having “an entirely different life from an artisan”, often making more money 

and having “social pretensions to match” their more gentlemanly lives, although there were 

also clerks at the other end of the scale who only earned as much as a coalminer.
66

 This social 

and economic elasticity is perhaps the reason why the largest male-dominated job listed in 

Figure 8 is ‘clerk’, and also potentially one of the reasons that there was a high number of 

clerks prevalent in the migrant groups studied. 

3.1.1 How did changes in Swedish migration to Britain reflect the development of women’s 

rights and employment status during 1894 and 1914? 

To conclude this part of the discussion, it is important to refer back to the purpose of this 

essay and summarise how the changes noted in chapter 2 reflect the historical changes 

presented in chapter 3.1. 
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In 1984’s Britain, the Second Industrial Revolution was in full swing. Young women 

were being employed from across the country in the factories and shops that were blossoming 

across Britain’s landscapes, while in Sweden the vast majority of women were still working 

in agricultural jobs. This explains to a large extent why there would be a prevalence of 

agricultural workers emigrating from Sweden at the time, looking for better job opportunities 

and better pay. During this time, and in the years that followed, maids became the largest 

employment opportunity for women in Europe, and this in particular is reflected in the 

archive data analysed, with 29 of 66 working women throughout the four years studied being 

involved in maid work in some way – either domestic or agricultural.  

Around the time of the First World War, white collar work became much more 

prevalent in society, as Britain and Sweden became more urban, and yet the analysed data 

fails to decisively support or contradict this fact. Some white collar jobs became more 

common amongst the migrants studied, while others dropped off dramatically. Thus it is 

much easier to look at the fact that blue-collar workers declined rather than the increase or 

decrease of white collar workers, as this gives us a somewhat less varied picture, although in 

reality it would be much more profitable to have a wider range of data to analyse so that such 

patterns can be easier identified.  

3.2 Post-World War 1 

 Britain entered World War 1 as one of the richest countries in the world, with cotton 

mills in Lancashire “producing enough yarn and textiles to clothe half the world”, despite the 

fact that other more recently industrialised countries were beginning to catch up and expand 

in ways the British industry had yet to dabble in, such as chemicals and electrical goods.
67

 It 

is, then, fully understandable that while the numbers between 1894 and 1914 drop due to the 

beginning of World War 1 in June 1914, they are not entirely decimated, contributing just as 

many people to the British industry as in 1925 and 1940, and more white collar workers than 

in 1894 as the urban population swelled. While this is exemplified somewhat in Figure 6 with 

the large drop-off of blue-collar workers of both genders between 1894 and 1914, in Figure 7 

it is shown even better, with the clear rise in white-collar workers from 1894 to 1925. There 

is a slight drop in male white-collar workers in 1940, but this could potentially be explained 
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by the fact that the Second World War was beginning to affect Sweden.
68

 This is also seen to 

some extent when looking at specific jobs such as accountants and clerks, but is contradicted 

further by a much larger group of workers, as the number of teachers that emigrated from 

Sweden to Britain drop dramatically from 1894 to 1914 before levelling out over the later 

three years. On the other hand, blue collar workers such as gardeners, seamstresses, tailors do 

fall in similar patterns to that of teachers over the year, so perhaps it is more relevant to look 

at the data presented in terms of the decline of blue-collar jobs, as opposed to the increase of 

white-collar jobs. In respect to the employment status of specifically women, this trend of 

decrease in numbers of blue-collar workers and rise in number of white-collar workers is not 

seen anywhere near as clearly.  

During the First and Second World Wars, women were encouraged to help the war 

effort by joining the workforce and replacing the men that had been shipped off to the 

frontlines.
69

 These were not just empty words though, and incentives were given to try to 

persuade women to take up work, such as nurseries and higher wages.
70

 Millions of men lost 

their lives during the First World War and the Spanish Flu epidemic that rampaged across the 

world following the war, which meant that while women lost work when peace was declared 

so that the returning men could go back to their old jobs, the amount of women who were 

working did not decline dramatically.
71

 This is due in part to the fact that he work ideals and 

gender distribution within the workforce that had held fast for centuries prior to World War 

One were no longer reachable, nor did they look as appealing to women, who had now had a 

taste of real work and larger economic independence,
72

 but also because of the 1919 

Restoration of Pre-War Practices Act.
73

 Evidence of this effect on women’s employment 

status can be seen in Figure 5, which shows that while the number of unemployed females 

increased from 1914 onwards, the number of female migrants who were employed stayed at 

the same levels for all three years. When it comes to the employment status of women, it is 

also important to note once again that as the levels of working women change the same, so do 
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the class of work that they do – therefore their working status stays almost exactly the same. 

British coal production in 1922 was down from 287million in 1913 to 247million, and 

exports had dropped by ⅔ of pre-war levels.
74

 Despite this, a fall in prices of goods and a 

peak in wages in 1924 meant that the standard of living in the 1920s was much higher than 

before, as family incomes increased.
75

 Stevenson shows how wages between 1906 and 1924 

increased by anywhere between 50-250% depending on the profession in question, although 

wage cuts throughout the 1920s were still relatively common in some areas of the industry.
76

 

77
 In addition to this, the Unemployment Insurance Act of 1920 in Britain meant that 

employed people would, by paying into the system each week, be given benefits from the 

state should they become unemployed. A similar benefit would not be proposed in parliament 

in Sweden until almost a decade later in 1934.
78

  Thus it is relatively easy to explain the 

willingness of people to move to Britain during 1925, as it was still a hub of industrial 

activity while also offering a standard of living that was much better than anyone had seen in 

Britain prior to and during World War 1, as people "were enjoying a richer life than any 

previously known in the history of the world: longer holidays, shorter hours, higher real 

wages." and unemployment benefits that were but a pipe-dream back home in Sweden at that 

time.
79

 Being the first industrial country in the world was alluring to people living in less 

industrialised places, and as such the relative wealth of Britain in comparison to the rest of 

Europe was enticing for people looking for a new start in life.
80

 Britain was seen by some 

foreigners as a  

‘rich England, where money lies on the street’ which attracted newcomers who 

arrived ‘with little money, without references’ and ‘little knowledge of the English 

language’ who after several days in hotels found a more permanent home, after which 

they began to look for employment.
81

 

This could explain why more unemployed women began to emigrate to Britain, as it was seen 

as being the sort of country where people could easily find employment and were also safe 

from poverty in old age in a way that they were not covered at home. Thus in this case, the 
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advancement of women’s rights could easily be a factor that affected immigration to Britain.  

Meanwhile, the situation in Sweden seemed precarious due to the Nazi invasion of 

Norway on April 9th 1940.
82

 Sweden managed to stay neutral throughout World War 1, as 

Germany demanded Sweden’s neutrality upon invading Norway and Denmark, with the extra 

concessions of the right to use Sweden’s telephone network and a continued ore shipments.
83

 

Thus, it is entirely fathomable that a major factor for migrating Swedes of all classes and 

genders was the need to leave their country for the relative safety of Britain, since all of its 

neighbouring countries were now under the control of or occupied by Nazi Germany. By this 

time in 1940, Britain’s social and economic landscape had changed drastically. With the war 

bringing trouble to Britain, especially in the form of the Battle of Britain between July and 

November of 1940, things such as food rationing and higher taxes were introduced.
84

 

Particularly in terms of job status, equality increased due to the fact that rich people and 

white collar workers were expected to pay higher taxes, while price controls and food 

rationing benefitted blue collar workers.
85

 It is then understandable that there is a decrease in 

the amount of white collar workers who moved from Sweden to England in 1940, as they 

would likely not be particularly partial to the higher taxes being imposed.  

The role of women in society changed greatly between 1894 and 1940 through 

activities largely lead after World War 1 by suffragettes, who were perturbed by the fact that 

women were denied political rights that men were not, for example the rights to vote, 

education, marriage laws, and to have equal pay for equal work amongst other things.
86

 The 

suffragettes gained women the right due to the 1918 Representation of the People Act, which 

while limiting female participation to those over 30, at least allowed women to get their 

proverbial foot in the door.
87

 Besides the fact that suffragettes were pressuring British society 

to allow women the vote, politicians at the time became more open to the idea after seeing the 

effort that women showed during the First World War, and how their work had helped the 

country.
88

 This Act was further expanded through the Representation of the People Act 1928 

which extended the right to vote on the same terms as men to women. This was significantly 
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later than in Sweden, where all women were given the right to vote, and to be elected in local 

and regional elections in 1919.
89

 Despite this, though, during the national elections and the 

prohibition referendum in 1922, the voting ballots were marked differently depending on the 

gender of the voter, as it was believed by some in power that male votes should carry more 

weight and that women should have little say in the drinking habits of men.
90

 

One thing Britain did see in 1919 was the introduction of the Sex Disqualification 

(Removal) Act, which stated: 

A person shall not be disqualified by sex or marriage from the exercise of any public 

function, or from being appointed to or holding any civil or judicial office or post, or 

from entering or assuming or carrying on any civil profession or vocation, or for 

admission to any incorporated society (whether incorporated by Royal Charter or 

otherwise), [and a person shall not be exempted by sex or marriage from the liability 

to serve as a juror] 

This act was the opening of the job market to women on a level that had never been seen 

before in Britain, which could be a significant factor for women looking to elevate their 

independence and working status in society. Incidentally, the number of female workers who 

migrated to Britain in 1925 did not increase significantly from the 1914 numbers; perhaps 

then this freedom granted to women was not significant for Swedish women who were 

leaving their homeland for the shores of England. Despite this act of parliament, women’s 

wages were half of that of men in 1924.
91

 

 This step forward was no doubt enticing for migrant workers who were looking to 

make money and a life for themselves on foreign shores, but does not explain why it is that 

the year that enjoyed the largest number of employed immigrants, according to the archive 

data studied, was 1894. The sharp fall in the number of working women from 1894 to 1914 

could instead be explained by the Swedish working climate that women were enjoying back 

home. According to Wideberg, the percentage of women who were working in sectors other 

than the agricultural sector was 24% in 1900, but had risen to 32% by 1930, and that 30% of 

Swedish entrepreneurs in 1920 were women.
 92

 Thus in this instance, despite the advances 

that suffragettes had gained in terms of women’s rights, Sweden was beginning to look all the 
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more profitable for female workers. Despite this, Sweden’s Competence Act 

(Behörighetslagen) of 1923 played roughly the same role as the British Sex Disqualification 

(Removal) Act of 1919, except it was only relevant for unmarried women – married women 

could only gain state or council positions after applying and receiving consent from the King. 

In addition to this, any woman in these positions would be required to leave her post when 

she married.
93

 

In the lead-up to World War 2, women’s rights began to gather speed in Sweden, with 

contraception legalised in 1938, and a ban on firing pregnant or newly married women was 

introduced in 1939.
94

 One of the other important rights that women gained was the right to 

equal pensions (‘Folkpension’), which was given in 1937.
95

 Although there had been a form 

of pension active in Sweden since 1913 that was also available for women, the new 

Folkpension gave them the same pension rights and rates as men, something which would not 

come into effect in Britain for another 11 years, in 1948.
96

 
97

 These rights, along with a 

multitude of others, vastly improved the lives of Swedish women in Sweden a lot sooner than 

the rights in Britain benefitted British women. This, then, could perhaps explain the slight 

decline in women immigrating to Britain from 1925 to 1940, but far more likely is the 

political climate of the time. As 1940 rolled around, the world began to stop using the phrase 

‘the great War’, instead replacing it with ‘World War One’ and ‘the First World War’. From 

April 9
th

 1940 to June 10
th

, Germany invaded and subsequently defeated Sweden’s neighbour 

Norway, putting neutral Sweden in a precarious position as they attempted to keep from 

joining the war themselves.
98

 Not long after this, on July 10
th

 1940, Germany commenced a 

furious attack against Britain, and on September 7
th

 it began to bomb Britain heavily. These 

attacks, called The Battle for Britain and The Blitz, continued for months, overlapping and 

lasting until May 11
th

 1941.
99

 It is therefore not a stretch to conclude that there were no 

significant changes in emigration from Sweden to Britain during this period, as Britain was 
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hardly the epitome of safety at this time, while Sweden was doing its best to stay out of the 

way of Germany. 

3.2.1  How did changes in Swedish migration to Britain reflect the development of 

women’s rights and employment status during 1925 and 1940? 

To conclude this part of the discussion, it is important to refer back to the purpose of this 

essay and summarise how the changes noted in chapter 2 reflect the historical changes 

presented in chapter 3.2. 

It is not until after the First World War that we see how women’s rights begin to take 

shape, as the work that women did to aid their country in the war was noticed by some men 

and used as one of many reasons to give women more rights. With the aid of the suffragette 

movement, women in Britain gained the right to vote in limited capacity at first, and a decade 

later in full – behind Swedish women who gained the full right to vote a lot earlier, in theory 

if not in practice. The same can be said about discrimination at work, where women in 

Sweden were once again ahead of their British sisters in regards to when the laws came into 

effect, but not in regards to how much freedom they were given. The biggest area of 

immediate gain for Swedish women was the right to equal pensions, which they received a 

full 11 years before British women. 

While taking into account the fact that the sample size in 1894 is double that of the 

other years, the rate of migration is fairly similar in 1914, 1925, and 1940, with other factors 

such as employment status and job status being affected by the economic and political 

situations that prevailed in Sweden and Britain. Despite all this, the stream of migrants 

perhaps due to the fact that while Sweden was annexed by Nazi occupied countries, the threat 

and firepower that Britain was experiencing was likely more off-putting for potential 

immigrants. The amount of pigor that emigrated in 1894 accounts for the vast majority of the 

drop-off in blue-collar workers from 1894 and 1914, but when looking at the rest of the 

employed females over the four periods it is clear than in general the amount of workers for 

each class stays roughly the same. Thus is it hard to argue on any deep level that the 

employment status of women over these periods of time changed significantly. 
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4. Closing 

In conclusion, migration during the four periods of time studied tended to follow economic 

developments, and while women’s rights developed alongside the economic and political 

developments that occurred and may account for some minor changes in immigration 

patterns, the majority of the emigration seen seems to be largely unaffected by the 

development of women’s rights in Britain and Sweden besides some shallow correlations. It 

is possible to draw parallels between the development of women’s rights and migration 

patterns to Britain from Sweden during 1894, 1914, 1925, and 1940, but in reality the sample 

sizes and previous research available makes the small scope of this essay far too small to look 

at any real influences on migration patterns in this regard. This is unfortunate, as the lack of 

previous research and the outliers found in the archive material seemed to be pointing 

towards a hole in historical analysis that could be somewhat filled in here, but it would take a 

study of much larger proportions to be able to contribute anything of significant value to the 

discussion.  

Despite this, I believe that the contribution made in this essay to the area of Swedish 

migration and British immigration is still a valuable one, as it covers an area that has 

otherwise not been written about, and therefore can be used as a foundation on which to 

conduct further research in the area. 
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Appendix 1 Migrant Database 1894 SCB and Swedish Church records

Name Surname Birth Year Work Age Civilstånd Move Date Work English Gender Job Status Nationality Family
Mathilda Lovisa 17-12-87 dotter 17 o 30-5 daughter k --
Ernst Edvard Gerhard Hedenström 24-9-76 -- 18 o 21-3 -- m U
John Viktor Råberg 17-12-72 -- o 9-11 -- m U
Anna Sofia Amalia Wickbom 30-01-76 fröken 18 o 19-9 Lady/teacher k White
Karl Axel Emil Almfelt Anderson 1862 gymnast 32 28-8 (31-8?) gymnast m Blue
Anna Maria Andersdotter Engström 23-11-71 -- 23 o 10-10 -- k U
Anders Andersson 4-3-74 arbetare 20 o 7-8 worker m Blue Klas Albert Andersson, 21-6-76
Anna Lisa Andersson 6-2-66 Piga 28 o 6-11 farm maid k Blue
Ida Kristina Andersson 25-1-69 -- 25 o 1-1 -- k U
Klas Albert Andersson 21-6-76 Son 18 o 7-8 son m --
Andreas Andersson Nilsson 10-8-75 -- 19 o 8-3 -- m U
Eva Fredrika Antonsdotter 24-12-65 -- 29 o 17-9 -- k U
Ernst Aquilon Johansson 30-11-92 son 2 o 31-1 son m -- Agnes Caroline aquilon, 2-11-58
Martin Barfod Jensen 1873 skrädderiarbetare 21 25-4 tailor m Blue
Karl gustav Bengtsson berling 28-5-69 trädgårdselev 25 o 28-3 gardening student m Blue
carolina berglund 5-11-70 arbetardotter 24 o 26-10 workers daughter k --
dagmar bratt 28-2-77 dotter 17 o 20-7 daughter k --
johan alfred carlsson johansson 15-5-76 sjöman 18 o 28-8 sailor m Blue
anna cecilia emerentia carlström 21-11-59 piga 35 o 15-11 (13-11?) farm maid k Blue
nilena charlotta christiansdotter 1871 piga 23 4-5 farm maid k Blue
fredrika elida e c ekenstein 16-6-51 -- 43 o 3-2 -- k U
Jenny anna m englund 22-12-71 fröken 23 o 25-6 lady/teacher k White
flamine elvira engström 21-8-74 jungfru 20 o 3-9 maid k Blue
axel edvard fahlström 1872 -- 22 15-11 -- m U
alida christina fanlig 1-11-73 piga 21 7-2 farm maid k Blue anders eriksson / johanna charlotta magnusdotter
nanny charlotta forsander 14-1-69 fröken 25 o 30-7 lady/teacher k White
fredrik wilhelm frakenfeldt 19-2-64 agent 30 g 29-9 agent m White belgien
johan gustav frischenfelt 12-6-70 trädgårdsmästare 24 23-10 gardener m Blue
Lars olof from 25-3-67 järnarbetare 27 o 18-4 iron worker m Blue
johan gerhard gillberg 9-8-72 banktjänsteman 22 o 13-7 banker m White
jenny augusta gustafsdotter 1870 piga 24 14-7 farm maid k Blue
carl gustav hansen 8-7-75 -- 19 o 17-8 -- m U
oskar albin hansson 1-12-72 sjöman 22 o 11-9 sailor m Blue
albert leonard hellberg 28-10-75 kypare 19 o 25-7 waitor m Blue
alfred julius hellström 13-8-74 skrädderiarbetare 20 o 10-9 tailor m Blue
anna christina hindersson henriksson 14-5-65 kokerska 29 o 29-6 cook k Blue
sven gustav hårdberg 24-7-75 yngling 19 o 30-8 youngster (often negative) m --
johanna hörmanoff 5-2-63 frånskild hustru 31 s 17-9 divorced housewife k --
matilda jansdotter 10-10-72 piga 22 o 27-4 farm maid k Blue
ida maria johansdotter 4-10-74 piga 20 o 30-10 farm maid k Blue
august evelina johansson jungfru 18-12 maid k Blue
Janne Magnus johansson 10-10-80 son 14 o 14-12 son m --
erik julius sölve johansson 24-2-71 trädgårdsmästare 23 o 3-3 gardener m Blue
karl axel vilhelm johansson 16-11-77 fosterson 17 o 30-7 foster son m --
karl wilhelm johansson 30-4-73 -- 21 o 9-10 -- m U
karolina petronella johansson 8-9-72 piga 22 o 30-3 farm maid k Blue
fanny elvira jonsson 8-10-75 piga 19 o 21-8 farm maid k Blue
augusta evelina karlsdotter 24-2-71 -- 23 o 18-12 -- k U
anna lovisa karlson 1875 arbeterska 19 3-2 worker k Blue
maria margereta karlsson 13-9-65 hushållerska 29 o 13-4 house matron k Blue
artur frans s kato 11-5-74 skräddare 20 o 22-3 tailor m Blue
anders herman klint 14-4-70 sjukgymnast 24 g 20-8 physiotherapist m White hilda maria klint leander
hilda maria klint leander 29-1-72 sjukgymnasthustru 22 g 20-8 physiotherapists wife k -- anders herman klint
augusta albertina lager 1868 piga 26 20-4 farm worker k Blue
claes lagerqvist 16-2-51 svarveriarbetare 43 6-2 wood turner m Blue
tage esaias lalin 1877 bokhållare 17 7-12 clerk m White
ida larsson 1870 piga 24 24-8 farm maid k Blue
harald albin bernh larsson borgström 20-4-74 -- 20 o 24-10 -- m U
andreetta helena lindahl 9-7-67 piga 27 o 11-9 farm maid k Blue
alfrida carolina lindqvist 21-2-71 piga 23 21-2 farm maid k Blue
karl albert axel lindqvist 24-4-70 trädgårdselev 24 o 19-1 gardening student m Blue
sanfrid lundqvist 8-8-68 urmakarelärling 26 o 1-5 watchmaker apprentice m Blue
agnes caroline aquilon 2-11-58 änka 36 ä 31-1 widow k -- ernst aquilon
karl viktor löfgren 14-8-66 skrädderiarbetare 28 o 28-8 tailor m Blue emma kristina löfgren bark
emma kristina löfgren bark 30-6-63 -- 31 g 28-8 -- k U karl viktor löfgren
hilda olivia malmström 1875 piga 19 22-8 farm maid k Blue
frans josef mattson persson 26-6-75 son 19 28-8 son m --
per möller 29-4-69 trädgårdsmästare 25 o 9-2 gardener m Blue
joel verner nordlund 11-2-55 sjöman 39 o 28-2 sailor m Blue
elisabet notini 22-10-77 studerande 17 o 14-3 student k --
klas erik nylen karlsson 17-9-74 skräddare 20 o 1-3 tailor m Blue
anna paulina nystedt 30-4-69 fröken 25 o 18-9 lady/teacher k White
anna otilia olsdotter 1873 piga 21 26-10 farm maid k Blue
olof teodor olsson 19-10-70 bondson 24 o 16-2 farmers son m --
hulda maria persson 1868 piga 26 12-12 farm maid k Blue
elida christina petersson 1856 sömmerska 38 5-11 seamstress k Blue
knut göran rendahl 3-2-73 -- 21 o 30-4 -- m U
frans oskar santesson 25-11-66 trädgårdselev 28 16-2 gardening student m Blue
anna kristina sedig 30-10-71 sömmerska 23 o 2-1 seamstress k Blue
herbert georg silander 1876 bokhållare 18 31-12 clerk m White
johan gustaf sjögren 6-10-72 -- 22 o 15-3 -- m U
gerda maria stawe fröken o 13-12 lady/teacher k White
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karolina petronella sundqvist 19-1-68 arbetardotter 26 o 8-11 workers daughter k --
augusta charlotta svensson 25-9-57 -- 37 o 2-8 -- k U
axel julius svensson 20-2-74 bokhållare 20 o 20-12 clerk m White
anna karolina johanna svensson 14-9-72 jungfru 22 o 20-11 maid k Blue F. Sv
ida kristina svensson 7-11-74 jungfru/flicka 20 o 20-11 maid k Blue F. Sv
john peter svensson 27-11-76 yngling 18 o 20-11 youngster m -- F. Sv
karolina petronella svensson 3-10-46 änka 48 ä 20-11 widow k -- F. Sv
wilhelm svensson larsson 27-10-76 -- 18 o 14-10 -- m U
olga maria wilhelmina törnmark 6-11-61 lärarina 33 o 18-10 teacher k White
anna christina wennersten 23-8-72 piga 22 o 9-9 farm maid k Blue
anna oskara von sydow 27-10-64 -- 30 o 5-12 -- k U
hilma constantina öberg 16-3-77 -- 17 o 24-7 -- k U
Harald filip 1893 son ~1 o son m --
carl henrik allard 1871 trädgårdselev ~23 o gardening student m Blue
hildur bertha maria allvin 21-4-64 kyrkoherdedotter ~30 o pastors daughter k --
karolina johansdotter 1872 piga ~22 o farm maid k Blue
johan alfred johansson karlsson 1876 sjöman ~18 o sailor m Blue
matilda lovisa kjellertz 1877 jungfru ~17 o maid k Blue
vilhelm larsson 1876 skräddare ~18 o tailor m Blue
viktor emmanuel beronius 1862 bokhållare ~32 o clerk m White
fritz gustaf bütow 1878 krypare ~16 o waiter m Blue
anna maria engström 1871 piga ~23 o farm maid k Blue
anna kristina ledig 1871 sömmerska ~23 o seamstress k Blue
eva henriette minciati 1833 änka ~61 ä widow k --
gustaf nyberg 1862 sjöman ~32 o sailor m Blue
j palmblad 1870 trädgårdsmästare ~24 o gardener m Blue
karl arvid elias pettersson 1872 trädgårdsdräng ~22 o garden labourer m Blue
sigrid christina pira 1863 -- ~31 o -- k U
martin rosenberg andersson 1868 skräddare ~36 o tailor m Blue
bror hugo rydberg 1872 bokhållare ~22 o clerk m White
alma schrevelius 1846 lärarina ~48 o teacher k White
gustaf arvid sjöqvist 1860 skräddare ~34 g tailor m Blue
gustava charlotta tellgren 1852 -- ~42 o -- k U
anna charlotta tellgren 1867 fröken ~37 o lady/teacher k White
anders thulin jönsson 1869 skräddare ~35 o tailor m Blue
martha tottenham 1855 lärarina ~39 o teacher k White
olof viktor vidlund 1875 guldsmedsarbetare~19 o goldsmith worker m Blue
charlotta v. ekensteen 1851 fröken ~43 o lady/teacher k White
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Name Surname Birth Year Work Age Civilstånd Move Date Work English Gender Job Status Nationality / Notes

-- Bernstein -- Son -- OG n.a. 1914 son Male --

-- Bernstein -- Son -- OG n.a. 1914 son Male --

Judit Maria Ågren -- -- -- -- n.a. 1914 -- Female U

-- -- -- Hustru -- G n.a. 1914 Wife Female -- Antagligen Bernstein - same address
Adrian Giöbel 1841 F.D. Jägmästare ~73 G n.a. 1914 Ex-park ranger Male Blue
Maria Karolina Matilda Frigelius 1846 Hustru ~68 G n.a. 1914 Wife Female --
Karl Otto Orest 1854 Sjömanspräst ~60 G n.a. 1914 Navy priest Male White
Nils Fahlström 1854 Hemmansägare ~60 G n.a. 1914 ranch owner Male Blue

Edward Dowdell 1855 Arbetare ~59 -- n.a. 1914 Worker Male Blue Pensylvania

Anna Matilda Ek 1862 Hustru ~52 G n.a. 1914 Wife Female -- Fredrikshamn, Finland

Mary Nina Wijk Grischotti 1870 -- ~44 G n.a. 1914 -- Female U infly 1910, birthplace Leith
Karolina Matilda Karlsson 1870 Kokerska ~44 OG n.a. 1914 Chef Female Blue

Caroline Brogren Spencer-Spradberg 1870 Hustru ~44 G n.a. 1914 Wife Female -- England

Gustaf Justus Valdemar Lindberg 1871 Massör ~43 G n.a. 1914 Masseuse Male Blue Reser med fru
Berta Spero f. Bergson Goldman 1871 Hustru ~43 G n.a. 1914 Wife Female --

Nils Oskar Holmström 1873 Disponent ~41 OG n.a. 1914
joint-stock 
Director Male White

Artur Reeve 1873
Telegrafassisten
t ~41 G n.a. 1914

Telegraph 
assistant Male White England

Abraham Bernstein 1874 Stämpelmakare ~40 G n.a. 1914 Stamp maker Male White

James William Cropley 1875 Kontorsbiträde ~39 OG n.a. 1914 office assistant Male White England
Axel Hugo Lagerholm 1876 Filare ~38 G n.a. 1914 Filer Male White

Nellie Gertrude Whomes 1876 -- ~38 -- n.a. 1914 -- Female U Bexley, England. Engelsk undersåte.

Gustafva Laurentia Gertzell 1877
Gymnastikdirek
tör ~37 OG n.a. 1914

Gymnastics 
trainer Female White

Natha Jones 1877 Fru ~37 G n.a. 1914 Wife Female -- Manchester, England

Johan Ludvig Karlsson 1879
Skräddaremäst
are ~35 OG n.a. 1914 master tailor Male Blue

Nils Einar S Brogren 1879 Sjukgymnast ~35 G n.a. 1914 physiotherapist Male White

Christian Hällström 1880
Generalsekrete
rare ~34 -- n.a. 1914

General 
secretary Male White m hustru och 1 son

William John Scoworost 1880 Arbetare ~34 OG n.a. 1914 Worker Male Blue Canton, England

Hilda Reeve Parr 1881 Hustru ~33 G n.a. 1914 Wife Female -- England
Anna Viktoria Lagerholm Modin 1882 -- ~32 G n.a. 1914 -- Female U
Anna Albertina Mattson 1882 Tjänarinna ~32 OG n.a. 1914 handmaiden Female Blue
Maria Elisabet Brun 1882 Tjänarinna ~32 OG n.a. 1914 handmaiden Female Blue
Fredrik Emanuel Carlsson 1883 Kontorist ~31 -- n.a. 1914 Clerk Male White

Reginald Ruben Griffin 1884 -- ~30 OG n.a. 1914 -- Male U Canton, England
Ludvig Alexander 
Guiseppe Karl Von Strussenfelt 1884

F.D. 
Reservlöjnant ~30 G n.a. 1914

Ex-Reserves 
lieutenant Male Blue

Hilma Eugenia Karlsson 1884 -- ~30 OG n.a. 1914 -- Female U

Ellen Aurora Danielsson 1886 -- ~28 OG n.a. 1914 -- Female U Le Havre, France
Ester Elonora Holmberg 1886 Tjänarinna ~28 OG n.a. 1914 handmaiden Female Blue

John Elvil Broman 1887 Köpman ~27 OG n.a. 1914 Merchant Male White Med Kungliga Majestäts tillstånd 8/4-1914
Gustaf Zakarias Westling 1888 Direktör ~26 G n.a. 1914 Director Male White

William Georg William 1888 Bruksarbetare ~26 OG n.a. 1914 Manual Labour Male Blue Canton, England
Anna Maria Magnusson 1888 Hushållerska ~26 OG n.a. 1914 Maid Female Blue

Berta Margareta Wikström 1888
Lärarinna 
hustru ~26 G n.a. 1914 teacher Female White

Ebba Desideria Johnsson 1888 Fröken ~26 OG n.a. 1914 Teacher Female White
Anna Bergendorff Coke 1889 -- ~25 G n.a. 1914 -- Female U
Ella Waern 1891 -- ~23 OG n.a. 1914 -- Female U
Johan Magnusson 1892 Bokhållare ~22 OG n.a. 1914 Accountant Male White
Alfred Natanael Jonsson 1892 Bageriarbetare ~22 OG n.a. 1914 Bakery Worker Male Blue

William Henry Leach 1892 Bruksarbetare ~22 OG n.a. 1914 Manual Labour Male Blue Canton, England
Elisabet Margareta Wood 1892 -- ~22 G n.a. 1914 -- Female U
Hilda Amalia Karlsson 1892 Sömmerska ~22 OG n.a. 1914 seamstress Female Blue

Rolf Ehrenborg 1893 Studerande ~21 OG n.a. 1914 Student Male -- Liverpool, England

Lilian Beatrice Waneke 1893
Hushållshjälpbit
räde ~21 OG n.a. 1914 maid's assistant Female Blue

Emil Gustaf Reinhold Peterson 1894 -- ~20 OG n.a. 1914 -- Male U
Axel Gunnar Strand 1894 -- ~20 OG n.a. 1914 -- Male U

Thure August 
Konstantin Gustafsson 1895 Kontorist ~19 OG n.a. 1914 Clerk Male White
Ebba Maria Danielsson 1895 -- ~19 OG n.a. 1914 -- Female U
Guly Augusta Maria Söderqvist 1895 -- ~19 OG n.a. 1914 -- Female U
Emma Bernstein 1895 Dotter ~19 OG n.a. 1914 Daughter Female --

Anna Elisabet Orest 1895 Dotter ~19 OG n.a. 1914 Daughter Female -- Fredrikshamn, Finland

Frida Evans 1895 Hushållerska ~19 OG n.a. 1914 Maid Female Blue Walton, England

Adolf Gunnar Lindqvist 1896 Maskinarbetare ~18 OG n.a. 1914
Machine 
worker Male Blue

Erik Patrik Björk 1897 Skräddare ~17 OG n.a. 1914 tailor Male Blue England
Berta Bernstein 1897 Dotter ~17 OG n.a. 1914 Daughter Female --

Jane Carr Johnsson Felden 1898 Fosterd. ~16 OG n.a. 1914
Foster 
Daughter Female -- Middlesborough, England

Moses Bernstein 1899 Son ~15 OG n.a. 1914 son Male --
Sofia Bernstein 1902 Dotter ~12 OG n.a. 1914 Daughter Female --
Herman Bernstein 1905 Son ~9 OG n.a. 1914 son Male --

Margareta Sofia Orest 1905 Dotter ~9 OG n.a. 1914 Daughter Female -- England

Leonard Artur Reeve 1908 Gosse ~6 OG n.a. 1914 Son Male -- Shanghai, China (6år)
Eva Bernstein 1910 Dotter ~4 OG n.a. 1914 Daughter Female --

Linnea Bernstein 1914 Dotter Newborn OG n.a. 1914 Daughter Female -- ca 3mån
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Name Surname Birth Year Work Age Civilstånd Move Date Work English Gender Job Status Nationality Family
elsa maria Hammarling 1892 Hustru -- g 23-11 wife k -- karl vilgot valentin hammarling
emmy mat a söderlund 1876 hustru -- g 13-7 wife k -- Nils olof söderlund
ingrid söderlund 1915 hemmadotter 10 o 13-7 home daughter k -- Nils olof söderlund
Karin söderlund 1912 hemmadotter 13 o 13-7 home daughter k -- Nils olof söderlund
per erik söderlund 1917 hemmason 8 o 13-7 home son m -- Nils olof söderlund
Adolf erik svenne svensson 8-6-90 journalist 35 o 22-12 journalist m White 
agnes lovisa karlsson 1893 barnsköterska 32 -- 27-4 nursery maid k Blue 
anna linnea sonja forsberg öqvist 26-1-99 clerkshustru 26 o 21-3 clerk's wife k --
anna olsson f. petersson 1854 hustru 71 g -- wife k --
anna lisa edlund 4-2-03 kontorist 22 o 30-12 Clerk k White 
annie berna viktoria kjellin 10-4-20 liten flicka 5 o 5-6 little girl k -- 
astrid maria gertrud margareta ström 1888 gymn. direktör 37 o -- highschool director k White 
august zaph 1879 smed 46 o -- smith m Blue 
augusta amanda ekman 30-1-62 -- 63 o 26-9 -- k U
brita elisabet rixon 1901 barnsköterska 24 o -- nursery maid k Blue 
bror axel folke nilsson 1-2-00 bokhållare 25 o 4-8 Accountant m White 
carl alexander malmberg 29-10-66 köpman 59 o 25-6 merchant m Blue 
carl wigo petersson 1885 sjöman 40 g -- sailor m Blue 
carl david amos larsen 31-3-80 sjukgymnast 45 o 13-10 physiotherapist m White 
carl kristian folke forssell 14-12-85 agent 40 s 9-12 agent m White 
charles whilmer a holingworth 28-5-02 registrator 23 o 18-4 registrar m White 
clare winifred grönlund hill 19-11-89 hustru 36 g 24-3 wife k -- 
dora mitchell 1903 fröken 22 o -- lady/teacher k -- 
dorothy franses ujhelyi f. berry 1891 kappelmästarehustru34 g -- kapellmeister's wife k -- erik ujhelyi
elin augusta lundberg 7-7-12 portvaktdotter 13 o 7-1 doorman's daughter k -- 
elly maria berzelius 3-5-76 sjuksköterska 49 o 31-2 nurse k White
elsa sofia hellström 1890 -- 35 o 5-2 -- k U
ebba kristina nordlund 1871 hushållerska 54 o -- house maid k Blue 
erik ujhelyi 1920 kapellmästareson 5 o -- kapellmeister's son m -- dorothy franses 
emilia charlotta settergren 1899 -- 26 o -- -- k U
erik axel frisk 17-3-99 vaktmästare 26 o 9-4-17 janitor m Blue 
florence pullin 1895 hustru 30 g -- Wife k -- 
frans oskar andersson 19-7-60 sjöman 65 o 13-10 sailor m Blue 
gustaf hugo frölander 1875 eldare 50 o -- engine worker m Blue 
gerda kristina eriksson 30-5-86 tjänarina 39 -- 4-3 servant k Blue 
gulhild fries hasselblad 19-5-2 -- 23 o 29-5 -- k U
gunnar ernst edvard ewards 24-5-89 ingenjör 26 g 2-4 engineer m Blue family moved 1926
gustaf teodor sjögren 27-5-89 förman 36 g 23-11 foreman m Blue 
hans georg mörner 29-4-01 greve 24 o 6-2 graf, earl m -- italien
henny elisabet kornerup 25-12-01 -- 24 o 25-9 -- k U
ida may petersson 1922 dotter 3 o -- daughter k -- YSTAD
inebret massige norrheim 1883 direktör 42 g -- director m White 
judit irene ujhelyi 1916 kapellmästaredotter 9 o -- kappelmeister's daughterk -- erik ujhelyi
johan august nilsson 15-5-56 sjöman 69 o -- sailor m Blue 
johan adolf hallander 1873 sjökapten 52 o -- sea captain m Blue 
karl edvin -- 1918 arbetarson 7 o -- worker's son m -- 
karl edvard konrad björk 1870 skräddare 55 o -- tailor m Blue 
karl valfrid jonsson 1895 bokhållare 30 o -- Accountant m White 
karl gustaf lundberg 23-3-91 -- 34 o 17-7 -- m U
karl olov nilsson 24-7-97 ingeniör 28 o 30-12 engineer m Blue 
karl torsten harald landby 7-3-83 direktör 42 -- 1-4 director m White 
karl vilgot valentin hammarling 31-1-92 filosofie kandidat 33 g 23-11 philosophy candidatem -- --- hammarling, hustru
klara ingeborg magnusson 20-10-90 hemmadotter 35 o 2-9 home daughter k -- 
lille olive dahl 2-10-15 maskinuppsättaredotter10 o 23-7 machine mounter's daughterk -- england maj elisa margareta dahl
lilly maria elisabet andersson 7-2-85 tjänare 40 o 27-1 servant k Blue 
magnus karl olof friman 1897 bokhållare 28 o -- Accountant m White 
maj elisa margareta dahl 13-2-14 maskinuppsättaredotter11 o 23-7 machine mounter's daughterk -- england lille olive dahl
margaret wheeler 1888 lärarina 37 o -- teacher k White 
margot emillia johansson andersson 1-3-94 styrmans hustru 31 g 28-12 chief mate's wife k -- 
marianne kristine farrington axelsen 24-3-81 hustru 33 g 7-9 wife k -- danmark thomas, robert kristian farrington
matilda elvira nordstrand f olsson 1881 arbetare 44 ä -- worker k Blue 
max walfrid malmqvist 4-2-99 skräddariearbetare 26 o 18-2 tailor m Blue tyskland
märta amalia josefsson 26-6-93 barnfröken 32 o 15-9 nanny k Blue 
nancy sigrid petersson 1923 dotter 2 o -- daughter k -- YSTAD
nils olof söderlund 4-7-76 ingeniör 49 g 13-7 engineer m Blue #1, #2, #3, #4
olof august olsson 1857 eldare 68 g -- engine worker m Blue 
oskar mauritz thore 1899 kontorist 26 o -- Clerk m White 
olga margareta holmgren 25-12-97 sköterska 28 o 15-5 nurse k White 2 members moved to america
otto julius berg 25-10-72 utrikes sjöfarare 53 o 25-1 international navigatorm Blue 
paul bertil lind 20-1-00 studerande 25 o 27-8 student m -- 
reginald olof archie nordstrand 17-7-21 arbetarson 4 o 9-12 workers son m -- 
rikard ujhelyi 1922 kapellmästareson 3 o -- kapellmeister's son m -- erik ujhelyi
robert kristian farrington 27-3-17 son 8 o 7-9 son m -- danmark marianne kristine, thomas farringon
rut elvira aston f. blomström 1891 hustru 34 -- -- wife K -- 
ruth elisabet eriksson 4-1-02 lantbrukaredotter 23 o 28-9 farm worker's daughterk -- 
signe maria margreta olsen 24-3-02 -- 23 o 4-4 -- k U
stig bror herman esping 3-1-04 kontorist 21 o 9-1 Clerk m White 
svante bo nielsen 5-10-01 kontorist 24 -- 11-5 Clerk M White 
sven edmund boivie 28-9-76 ingeniör 49 -- 14-7 engineer m Blue 
sven gustaf mauritz backlund 1889 redaktör 36 g -- editor m White 
thomas farrington 14-11-54 tryckmästare 71 g 7-9 printing artisan(?) m Blue england marianne kristine, robert kristian farrington
thomas sidney lucas 17-10-89 optiker 36 g 2-12 optician m White england
tom knut arfved nordensson 1-10-91 civilingenjör 34 -- 4-2 civil engineer m Blue 
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Name Surname Birth Year Work Age Civilstånd Move Date Work English Gender Job Status Nationality / Notes
Gunnar Viktor August Gunnarsson 1917 notarie ~23 OG n.a. 1940 Notary (lawyer) Male White

Eric Yates Lund 1897 försäljn.chef ~43 G n.a. 1940 Sales Manager Male White

Diana Alma Maria Nordin 1921 dotter ~19 OG n.a. 1940 Daughter Female -- född I schweitz

Märtha Anna Schéle 1915 Hemmad. ~25 OG n.a. 1940 Housewife Female --

Gunnel Anna Hope Mason f. Schéle 1917 Dir.h:u ~23 G n.a. 1940 Directors Wife Female --

 Gösta Arvid Bertil Ouchterlony 1908 Sekr. ~32 FRSK n.a. 1940 Secretary Male White (frånskild)

Elin Margareta Halling f. Sjöberg 1880 Disp.ä:a ~60 Ä n.a. 1940 Manager's wife Female --

Frank Maurice Lyche Olsen 1912 revisor ~28 OG n.a. 1940 Auditor Male White

Kerstin Taralrud f. Wedin 1914 fru ~26 OG n.a. 1940 Wife Female --

Robert Neurath 1884 representant ~56 G n.a. 1940 Representative Male White

Leo Rosa f. Hirschfeldt 1890 fru ~50 G n.a. 1940 Wife Female --

Ashley Francis Bart Dyke 1899 ing ~41 G n.a. 1940 Engineer Male Blue

Marie f. Woldengen 1919 Hustru ~21 G n.a. 1940 Wife Female --

Charles Harry Chester 1886 Ing ~54 G n.a. 1940 Engineer Male Blue

James William Chropley 1875 kont.bitr ~65 OG n.a. 1940 Office Assistant Male White

Anna Elise Hartley f. Stenström 1879 polish:u ~61 G n.a. 1940 Police Wife Female --

Claude Emil Marmaduke Hartley 1901 s. ~39 OG n.a. 1940 -- Male U

Ervin Oskar Hauser 1879 instr.mak ~61 OG n.a. 1940 Industry-- Male Blue

Edit Mande Underwod 1870 - ~70 OG n.a. 1940 -- Female U

Percy Govan 1885 - ~55 OG n.a. 1940 -- Male U

William Govan 1856 handel.bitr  ~84 G n.a. 1940 Shop assistant Male Blue

Jane Tabitka f. Clappisow 1858 h:u ~82 G n.a. 1940 Wife Female --

Moritz Michaelis 1906 ~34 OG n.a. 1940 -- Male U

Rudolph Hellmuth Nathan Arnheim 1897 ackv.chef ~43 Ä n.a. 1940 Archive manager? Male White

Franz Moritz Johannes Herzberg 1886 dr. ing. ~54 G n.a. 1940 Engineer Male Blue

Marie Louise Herzberg f. Oppenheimer 1902 hustru ~38 G n.a. 1940 wife Female --

Karl Franz Herzberg 1924 student ~16 OG n.a. 1940 student Male --

Hans Peter Herzberf 1927 student ~13 OG n.a. 1940 student Male --

Maurice Bernhard Feilman 1873 köpman ~67 G n.a. 1940 merchant Male Blue

Gisela Dippel 1926 hemmadtr f. sjökapten ~14 OG n.a. 1940 maid for captain Female Blue

Grace Mitchell 1911 ~29 OG n.a. 1940 -- Female U

Georg Mitchell 1873 frälsn.off. ~67 G n.a. 1940 salvation army officer Male Blue

Annie f. Rawkin 1872 h:u ~68 G n.a. 1940 wife Female --

Marjorie Una Rogers 1909 språklärarinna ~31 OG n.a. 1940 language teacher Female White

Otto Valter Yngve Engblom 1909 smedsson ~31 OG n.a. 1940 blacksmiths son Male --

Olof Axel Roland Berg 1915 f.d sjöman ~25 OG n.a. 1940 ex-sailor Male Blue

Anton Peter Lundqvist 1877 f. sjöman ~63 OG n.a. 1940 ex-sailor Male Blue

Tore Henrik Munthe 1902 direktör ~38 G n.a. 1940 director Male White

Karin f. Myrstedt 1907 fru ~33 G n.a. 1940 wife Female --

Gunnar Sven Henrik Munthe 1929 hemmason ~11 OG n.a. 1940 son Male --

Henrik Munthe 1931 hemmason ~9 OG n.a. 1940 son Male --

Alan Repington Collis 1891 språklärare ~49 OG n.a. 1940 language teacher Male White Eng. Undersåte

Lory Caroline Elisabet Cadogan f. Wachtmeister 1915 hustru (lantbrukare)  ~25 G n.a. 1940 wife (farmers) Female --

Karin Elisabet Bentley f. Ekstrand 1917 hustru ~23 G n.a. 1940 wife Female --

Margaret Elisabeth Mac Donald Hingeley 1924 (fadern direktör) ~16 OG n.a. 1940 (father director) Female -- Margaret Elisabeth förmodad syster med Philippa Mary. Sammanlänkade med klammer.

Phillipa Mary Mac Donald Hingeley 1927 (fadern direktör) ~13 OG n.a. 1940 father director Female -- Philippa Mary förmodad syster med Margaret Elisabeth. Sammanfogade med klammer.

Lilly Elvira Menström 1904 hembiträde ~36 OG n.a. 1940 maid Female Blue finsk undersåte

Axel Robert Helmer Jönsson 1905 sjöman ~35 OG n.a. 1940 sailor Male Blue

Mary Roberta Milne f. Grundy 1865 änkefru (änke efter?) ~75 Ä n.a. 1940 widow Female -- britt. Undersåte

Mary Edit Jaques 1940 newborn OG n.a. 1940 -- Female U

Karin Blenda Linnéa Harker Pedersson 1901 hustru, mannen köpman ~39 G n.a. 1940 wife Female -- Efternamn: osäker

Albert Elias Hegh 1900 intruktör ~40 G n.a. 1940 instructor Male White engelsk undersåte

Maggi Helena Hegh f. Gustafsson 1909 hustru ~31 G n.a. 1940 wife Female --

Ingrid Maria Böös 1913 kontorist ~27 OG n.a. 1940 Clerk Female White

Elsa Margareta Markenstam 1917 fil.stud. ~23 OG n.a. 1940 student Female --

Karin Adele Sandberg 1914 Kontorist ~26 OG n.a. 1940 Clerk Female White

Amelia Dorothy Andersson 1902 sjömanshustru ~38 G n.a. 1940 sailors wife Female --

Raymond William Eaton 1904 ingeniör ~36 G n.a. 1940 engineer Male Blue

Edna Eaton f. Humphreys 1904 hustru ~36 G n.a. 1940 wife Female --

Ethel Gwendoline Greasley f. Petré 1902 ing.h:u ~38 G n.a. 1940 engineers wife Female --

Harry Walker Gill 1908 representant ~32 G n.a. 1940 representative Male White engelsk medborgare

Agnes Harriet Wiltshire 1869 sköterska ~71 OG n.a. 1940 nurse Female Blue

Thomas Gustaf Barman 1903 Redaktör ~37 G n.a. 1940 editor Male White

Elin Aagot f.Michaelsen 1908 h:u ~32 G n.a. 1940 wife Female --

Thomas Barman 1932 s. ~82 OG n.a. 1940 -- Male U

Gwynneth Eileen Jackson 1909 hundsköterska ~31 - n.a. 1940 dog specialist Female Blue brittisk undersåte

Sybil Dorothy Molesworth Mallows 1900 arkitekt ~40 - n.a. 1940 architect Female White brittisk undersåte

Monica Shaw f. Norberg 1915 inredningsarkitekt ~25 - n.a. 1940 interior designer Female Blue

Sarita Anne 1933 dotter ~7 OG n.a. 1940 daughter Female --


